General Announcements/Reminders:

- Please remind students to bring their computers and chargers every day.
- Students should be filling out their agendas in their AVID binders daily.
- Please check your student’s agenda nightly to view any reminders, see homework assignments, and information on topics of study.
- Remember to check ParentVue to see student’s weekly grades.
- If your student is absent or put on quarantine, the majority of their classwork can be found and completed in Google Classroom. Whenever possible, please support your student in not falling behind when absent!
- 21st Century After School Programs began last week!
- NO SCHOOL: Monday September 6th and Tuesday September 7th. Happy Labor Day!
WEEKLY CLASS UPDATES:

Campini, Science: ccampini@susd.org
This week in science we are continuing our investigation into the “Mystery Mixture”. We will continue to plan and carry out our investigation this week by comparing the reactions of 9 known chemicals in water to our mystery mixture in water. Then, our young forensic scientists will compare evidence to see which fizzing and bubbling substances best matched our unknown mixture! Our new vocabulary words this week are: matter, atoms, elements, substances, chemical reaction, chemical name, chemical formula, common name.

Cole, Science: ecole@susd.org
Hope you had a relaxing long weekend! This week we will continue our dive into the periodic table!

Johnson, ELA: bjohnson@susd.org
We are approaching the midpoint of our first quarter. Students should be aware of where there grades stand and what assignments are missing and need to be turned in. This week we will be covering i-ready weekly lesson expectations and we will continue to read and hopefully finish, "The Tell Tale Heart" We will continue exploration of mysteries through fiction.

Goodman, Language and Literature Intervention: Aimee.Goodman@susd.org
We will continue building comprehension and fluency skills with our daily reading of non-fiction text. Students will also work towards weekly goals in i-Ready.
Investigations- We will be looking at research tools to help answer our driving question. Students will also learn how visual note taking can help make their research stand out.
**Byro, Gen ELA, RTS, ELA Honors:** TByro@susd.org
This week in *ELA honors* we are continuing to read our novel *Fahrenheit 451*. We will read and reflect on dystopian characteristics as well as identifying the meaning of specific symbols in the text. We will also begin to understand active and passive voice.

This week in *Gen ed. ELA*, we will continue to read our book *The Giver*. We will be focusing on the community in which Jonas and his family live. We will be making comparisons of a dystopian society and our contemporary society.

This week in *RTS*, we will be focusing on inferencing and using context clues to increase our reading skills.

**Hogue, Orchestra:** ahogue@susd.org
Intermediate Orchestra is working on Festive Dance and Country Ballad. Advanced Orchestra has a playing test on Festive Dance on Wednesday and Thursday, August 8&9. All students can take their playing tests using the webtool Flipgrid, which is posted in the Google Classroom.

**Robson, ELD:** rrobson@susd.org
With only three days this week, we will continue our writing and student application work in class. You will be expected to do three quizzes for your at home reading. Please come to school prepared to take a quiz on Wednesday and enjoy a nice weekend.

**Becerra, PE:** mbecerra@susd.org
This week we will transition into our first week of Badminton. We will work on individual skill work, learning the rules of the game and then applying that to doubles game play.

**Slamowitz, Social Studies Honors:** pslamowitz@susd.org
We are starting our government unit and will start with building a new nation and the Articles of Confederation. We will then dive into evaluating the government’s structure and the accomplishments and problems that developed in building a new. We have a new DBQ packet.

**Lucero, Student Council:** angelalucero@susd.org
We have been enjoying our time with our reading buddies and seeing many students come through the student store. We just finished writing community letters to help get donations for student store items. We have officially announced our officers for 2021-2022!
**Lucero, College and Career Enhancement: angelalucero@susd.org**
We are just finishing up our college research project and will be presenting them next week. We are learning more about various jobs and careers, as well as more specifics like what to prepare for college in addition to our college vocabulary.

**Barron, Social Studies: qbarron@susd.org**
This week we are starting a new unit on early formations of American government. We will be exploring the philosophies and debate that lead to the creation of the Constitution and how it works in daily life.

**Chango, Spanish: ichango@susd.org**
In Spanish I, we are going to start with a new chapter called Que te gusta hacer?. At the end of this week, students are going to be able to talk about what other like and do not like to do, and also we will use smart articles to explore what activities are the most popular in the United States and Spanish Speaking Countries.

**Other Teacher Contact Information:**
- **Sayles, ELD:** rsayles@susd.org
- **Fala, Band:** cfala@susd.org
- **Brasen, Choir:** sbrasen@susd.org
- **Bryant, PE:** duranabryant@susd.org
- **Miller, Art:** sallymiller2@susd.org
- **Williams, Math:** wwilliam@susd.org
- **Mobley, Math:** tmobley@susd.org